Floor, Come and Embrace Me!
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Toward a Smart Living Environment
"A house," is "a machine for living in" [9]. An Adaptive-Conditional Architecture includes "a sensing device, a control algorithm, a change mechanism, and a control setting" [5]. A "responsive architecture" [10] is an environment that takes an "active role," initiates changes "as a result and function of complex or simple computations" but also "knows me" and the context it is in. The best way to predict the future is to invent it [8]. For the past decade my studio laboratories at several different universities have explored the themes of adaptable, responsive and interactive architecture, or the idea of Architectural Robotics [13]. Below we briefly describe a couple explorations [4].

Responsive Architecture
The Digital Animation Museum [3] explores the notion that architectural spaces and forms can be influenced by ubiquitous and wireless information technology to provide flexibility in spatial programming. Each unit space in the museum can automatically reconfigure itself to form space and change the exhibit display by identifying the preference and behavior of the viewers. Buildings and visitors can collaborate to produce a unique and individualized experience. The Flex M project [6] explores the idea of using physical or tangible interface to control and reconfigure the building form. Squeezing physical interface deforms unit shape parameters and affects changes of the whole
3D geometry of a building model. Structures of building envelopes can be a fabric woven with modulated variable surfaces and shapes achieved by overlapping identical elements on a grid [2]. For example, variations of complex double curvature surfaces can be derived by the repetition of a series of identical elements (e.g. flat panels) and the movements of the fastener grid points.

Transformer Architecture
Espresso Blocks [12] are self-assembling building blocks that build dynamic structures such as a live/work espresso stand that can respond to the occupants' needs and transforms itself throughout the day. The occupant can rearrange the blocks with a remote control to create new configurations, save them, and even trade designs with others. TransDorm [11] is a convertible multi-purpose two-person dormitory unit that supports transformation of sleeping quarter into living, study, or a place to play and entertain. Care On Rail [1] extends the functionality of a hospital ER or OR into an acuity-adaptable room by providing mobile, sharable medical resources mounted on the ceiling sliders to eliminate equipment clutter that hinder care and operations.

The Need for Tangible Interface
To create structures composed of dynamic materials like Espresso Blocks, or to operate transformer architecture like TransDorm or Care on Rail, we need interfaces that are easy and intuitive. To specify a desired design form, perhaps one can demonstrate by stacking up the blocks, and a planning algorithm can automatically generate a rule set to produce that form. To transform a living space, perhaps multi-modal inputs such as voice commands and gestures, combined with the identification of the context can invoke rule sets to run on the physical and robotic architecture.
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